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Abstract: Radiometric temperature measurement of
female human breast tissues by 4.5 GHz Dicke
radiometer is simulated. FDTD method is used to
calculate spatial distribution of antenna receiving
pattern. The temperature seen by the antenna is then
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evaluated taking into account the antenna mismatch and
temperature difference between tumor and surrounding

tissue. Calculated radiometric signal is over I K for
tumors of 6 mm in diameter. This shows that Dicke
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radiometer with body-contacting waveguide antennas
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can be used for earlv detection of cancer.
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purpose electromagnetic simulation program MAFIA

used

to

calculate

by FDTD

is

method absorption of

electromagnetic energy inside the breast tissues. Three types
of the breast tissues and special tumor tissue is used in the
model.

MODEL AND METHOD

The model adopted for calculations is shown in
l. It consists of two dielectric-filled waveguide
antennas which are in contact with multi-layered model of
Figure

the breast. There is a tumor under the centre of one antenna.
Thus, two structures are considered: with the presence of
the tumor, and without it.
Dicke radiometer outputs the power difference P1 - Pn
of the noise signals received by the antennas. The power of
the noise signal is proportional to the temperature of the
radiating source in the antenna receiving pattern. If the
radiating source is divided into r cells, then the temperature
seen bv the antenna is:
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Simulation of radiometric signal is essential for the
inversion of radiometric data. Radiometric signal received
by total power X-band radiometer has been calculated using
FDTD method by Wu and Nieh [].
In this paper, simulation of radiometric temperature
measurement by 4.5 GHz Dicke radiometer with two bodycontacting waveguide antennas is presented. General
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l. Model for calculation.

source cells for two cases - with tumor and without it, the
temperatures seen by the antennas can be calculated using
(l) and taking into account the discontinuity of temperature
in the case with tumor.
For the FDTD calculations the antennas are modelled as

infinite 23x10 nrm waveguides filled with dielectric with
e:10. Dielectric properties of tissues are taken from [2] and
are summarized in Table l. Fundamental TE16 mode at
4.5 GHz is used as the incident field at the waveguide
opening. The power absorbed in the tissues is then
calculated. The weighting coefficients E, are evaluated
taking into account the reflection p at the antenna-tissue
interface using the following relation:

16,=l-p.
j=l

(2)

Resulting field of the weighting coefficients is shown in
Figure 2 atthe cross-section at the middle of the waveguidc.
Only half of the cross-section is shown because of the

symmetry of the structure and the field. In FDTD
calculations only quafter of the entire structure is

considered, however the symmetries are taken into accourit
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(, is the portion of the noise power contributed by the
i-th cell, ?l - the temperature of this cell, T*, - physical
temperature of the antenna", p - reflection from the antenna-

Table

l. Dielectric

properties of tissues used in the model.

where

Tissue

type

tissue interface.

Due to antenna reciprocity principle, the noise power
received by the antenna from the tissues is equal to the
power absorbed in the tissues if the antenna is radiating.
Thus, having calculated the weighting coefficients of the
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Table 2. Calculated radiometric signal for different
structures of the model.
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Figure 2. Antenna receiving pattern. Crossection at the
middle of the waveguide normal to Y axis.
when the radiometric temperature is evaluated.
Finally, the temperature seen by the antenna is evaluated
using (l). Temperature discontinuity in the case with the
presence of the tumor is taken into account as follow. It is
assumed that the tumor temperature is 3 K higher than that
of healthy tissues, and. furtherrnore, that the tissues extended
for I mm from the tumor are heated at 2 K and the tissues
extended for 2 mm from the tumor are heated at I K in
comparison with the temperature of healthy tissues (36"C.)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Calculations are made for different combinations of the
tissues and different dimensions of the tumor. The results
are differences of temperatures seen by the antennas, if one
of them is positioned over the centre of the tumor. The
results for different combinations of the tissues are shown in
Table 2. Figure 3 shows the simulated radiometer output for
different tumor dimensions if the tumor depth is 4 mm.

The results

of

modelling show that morphological

differences in the breast may cause significant differences in
the radiometric signal. However the difference between the
signals received from fat only model and normal tissue only

model is significant for large tumors and negligible for
small tumors. High conductivity of normal tissue compared
to that of fat tissue accounts for this effect.

CONCLUSION
Radiometric signal received by Dicke radiometer with

two

body-contacting waveguide antennas has been
calculated numerically using the FDTD method. Matching

of the antennas, differences in electromagnetic properties of
the tissues and the discontinuity of temperature in tissues
when the tumor is present have been taken into account.
The results show that Dicke radiometer having
temperature resolution better than I K can be used with two
dielectric-filled body-contacting waveguide antennas for
exploration of tumors which are at least 6 mm in diameter.
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Figure 3. Calculated radiometric signal for different tumor
dimensions. Tumor depth is 4 mm.
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